“Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes: Slim Willet’s Idiosyncratic Chart-Topper Lives On”

Joe W. Specht

In the fall of 1952, and well on into 1953, the nation’s radio airwaves and jukeboxes were filled with the sound of “Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes.” The song, penned by Abilene disc jockey Slim Willet, was all the rage with four different versions in Billboard’s Country & Western Top 10. On Billboard’s Pop chart, Perry Como took the song to Number 1, selling over one million copies.

Willet, born Winston Lee Moore on December 1, 1919, in Victor, Texas, (western Erath County), began his radio career in the late 1940s at Abilene’s Hardin-Simmons University. While working as student manager of KHSU, the school radio station, Moore adopted the pseudonym “Slim,” because he was anything but slender. He took Willet from the Willets, characters in his favorite comic strip Out Our Way. After graduating from Hardin-Simmons in 1949, Slim went to work for Abilene radio station KRBC. He also wrote songs, and in 1950, he recorded one of his signature tunes, “I’m a Tool Pusher from Snyder,” for Dallas-based Star Talent Records. However, “Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes” is the song that would earn Willet fame and fortune.2

In January 1953, at the height of “Stars” mania, Stuart Chilton was a journalism instructor at Abilene High School, while also freelancing for the Houston Chronicle. When a student reminded the teacher that KRBC radio disc jockey Slim Willet had composed “Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes,” Chilton thought, “Man, this would make a good story for the Sunday magazine supplement in the Houston Chronicle.”3 His editor at the Chronicle agreed, so Chilton scheduled an interview with Willet at the KRBC studio, then headquartered on the top floor of the Windsor Hotel in downtown Abilene.

According to Willet, the inspiration for his opus came from a letter he received sometime in September 1951 from a young G.I. stationed in Korea. The soldier asked the deejay to spin a platter for his girlfriend who lived in the area and listened to KRBC. “Play her a song, tell her to wait for me,” pleaded the young soldier, “and tell her not to let the stars get in her eyes.”4 The phrase stuck with Slim, and he soon began working on a song. Willet’s wife, Jimmie Moore, remembers her husband sitting on their bed strumming his guitar, piddling with the lyrics – Don’t let the stars get in your eyes, don’t let the moon break your heart, love blooms at night, in daylight it dies – while the
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By the time he recorded “Stars,” Willet had a working arrangement with 4 Star Records. 4 Star, located in Pasadena, California, operated an independent custom service, and, for a nominal fee, the company pressed records in its OP (Other People) series for an individual or group to sell at personal appearances. As part of the business agreement, 4 Star acquired the publishing rights to the song(s), and the company could choose to re-release the recording under its own banner, if interest or sales warranted. But 4 Star’s owner, Bill McCall, had a reputation as a no-nonsense businessman who regularly withheld royalty payments. According to fellow country music singer Webb Pierce, who recorded for 4 Star before finding success on Decca Records, “[McCall] thought it was a sin to pay anybody.”10 This would eventually turn out to be a problem for Willet, as well.

Don Pierce, McCall’s second-in-command, describes the first time he heard “Stars.” “I was at a little studio in downtown Los Angeles making some masters for custom manufacturing when a tape came in from Slim Willet. When I heard that song I about jumped out of my skin.”11 Bill McCall was not impressed, however, and he told Slim in no uncertain terms that the song was “off beat, off meter, off everything.”12 Music historian and journalist Colin Escott concurs that, “The original version [of “Stars”] was so wretchedly sloppy and off-key that no one could see the potential.”13 Of course, this did not dissuade McCall from taking his share of the publishing rights, once the song became successful.

Despite such misgivings, Willet went ahead and paid $85 to have three-hundred copies pressed in the OP series for release on his own Slim Willet label.14 He also hired a salesman to help promote the record in Texas. Initially they plugged the flipside, “Hadacol Corners,” but listeners soon discovered “Stars.” When McCall realized the song he had panned was “getting terrific requests” in the Lone Star State, he exercised his option and re-released it on 4 Star in June 1952.15 Billboard’s review of the disc proved oddly lukewarm—“Nothing special or exciting here.”16 Nevertheless, sensing a potential hit in the making, the major record companies came calling. Bill McCall positioned himself in the thick of the action as both 4 Star Records executive and the song’s publisher. In a most unique move, he bought three-hundred copies of Gisele MacKenzie’s version of “Stars” on Capitol Records and sent them out to disk jockeys whom 4 Star regularly serviced.17 Willet was doing his part to plug the

Slim and some local musicians (including members of Shorty Underwood’s band, the Brush Cutters) moved recording equipment into Abilene’s Fair Park Auditorium and got down to business. Buck White tinkled the ivories in his inimitable honky-tonk piano style, while Smokey Donaldson supplied the lead flattop guitar picking, and Shorty Underwood took the fiddle breaks. James Wood handled steel guitar duties, with both Mack Fletcher and Jean Stansbury on rhythm guitar, and Georgia Underwood played bass.7 The rollicking, freeform results were, in Slim’s words, “an off meter song [in which] the band could play as long as they want between phrases, and the singer can begin singing whenever he feels like it.”8

The original version (of “Stars”) was so wretchedly sloppy and off-key that no one could see the potential.
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"Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes" would prove to be one of the most widely-covered crossover hits of the period. In the field of country music, Capitol Records entered the fray with Skeets McDonald serving up a 1952 rendition very similar to Slim’s original. Columbia Records quickly followed with a version by Ray Price, and then Decca Records issued Red Foley’s more pop-oriented take on the tune. These three recordings, along with Willet’s, settled into Billboard’s Country & Western Top-10. Other versions simultaneously in release included Johnny and Jack on RCA Victor and Corky Carpenter and the Texas Playboys on Tops.

On the pop side, Gisele MacKenzie (Capitol) was first out of the gate, followed by Lola Amache (Mercury), Eileen Barton (Coral), Perry Como (RCA Victor), the Henry Jerome Orchestra with Jolly Joe Grimm (MGM), Robert “Bobby” Maxwell and the Windy City Orchestra (Mercury), Tony Phillips (Crest), and Loren Becker with Enoch Light Orchestra & Chorus (Prom). In England, both Dame Gracie Fields, celebrated singer and actress, and Dennis Lotis, backed by the Ted Heath Orchestra, waxed “Stars” for UK Decca. Perhaps even more remarkable, Peggy Hayama, who became known as one of Japan’s premier jazz vocalists, recorded the song in Japanese for issue by King Records in Japan.

There were at least fourteen competing versions of “Stars” getting some play, but it was Perry Como’s mammoth-selling 1952 chart-topper that insured the song’s immortality, something that Slim readily acknowledged. “The break I got on ‘Stars’ was when Perry Como recorded the song. That’s when it took off like a rocket. Without Como’s record, it probably would not have hit the big time.” Yet, Perry was a reluctant participant at first. He later told Don Pierce, “They [RCA Victor producers] played it for me, and I didn’t think much of it, and I didn’t think I could sing it.” Como’s record sales were in a bit of a slump, however, and with juke box operators, deejays, and record dealers urging him to step-up the rhythm, he agreed to

record, too. Ray Campi, a future rockabilly singer from Austin, met Slim in Odessa during the summer of 1952. “[Willet] had the records in his car [and] he opened up the boot of it and showed me all those 78s of ‘Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes’ on 4 Star…then just a few weeks later…everybody had…covered it.”

Record producers and A&R men were acutely aware of a country song’s potential to become a “crossover” hit when recorded by a pop performer. Patti Page’s 1950 version of “The Tennessee Waltz,” which was written by Grand Ole Opry members Pee Wee King and Redd Stewart, eventually sold over six million copies. Mitch Miller, who worked with Page at Mercury Records, is often credited with being the first major label executive to regularly plumb the hillbilly catalog. In the early 1950s, he scored big at Columbia Records by assigning Hank Williams compositions to Tony Bennett, Rosemary Clooney, Jo Stafford, and Frankie Lane. The Kapp brothers (Jack and Dave) at Decca Records had achieved similar success a decade earlier with Bing Crosby. The Kapp-Crosby partnership took particular interest in songs written by Texans. Two of Bing’s all-time biggest sellers were Bob Wills’s “New San Antonio Rose” in 1941 and Al Dexter’s “Pistol Packin’ Mama” in 1943. During the same period, Crosby also recorded Floyd Tillman’s “It Makes No Difference Now” and Ernest Tubb’s “Walking the Floor Over You.” Bing gave Cindy Walker, at the time a fledgling wordsmith, one of her first big breaks when he agreed to record her song “Lone Star Trail.”

The 1940s and 1950s was an era in which record companies were convinced that the song, not the recording or the performer, was most important. As a result, it was not unusual for several different versions of the same tune to be available to the buying public at the same time. “Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes” would prove to be one of the most widely-covered crossover hits of the period...
A rumor began circulating that Slim was not the composer of “Stars.”

of a sparkling country song. His version could well assure the song of attaining hit status.”35 As Time magazine subsequently confirmed, “The jukebox operators ate it up; so did individual record buyers…and Como was out of his slump.”36

Despite its enormous success, Como never took to the song. As Perry admitted to the Associated Press in a 1988 interview, he considered “Stars” just one of the “awful novelty songs” his concert audiences expected him to perform. “Me and Sinatra and all the rest of the singers used to talk about all the crap we had to sing…I still do [‘Stars’] onstage once in a while…but I say ‘yech’ afterwards.”37 One wonders what Como’s reaction would have been if he could have read his own obituary as posted by Reuters News Service. In noting that Como had sold more than 50 million records during his career, Reuters singled out three songs for mention, and, yes, “Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes” was one of them.38

Slim Willet continued to record in Abilene and release his records on 4 Star or through the OP series on the Slim Willet label, but the follow-up hit remained elusive.39 The royalty checks on “Stars” were not rolling in as expected either, further validation of Bill McCall’s exploitative reputation. As Faron Young, a future member of the Country Music Hall of Fame, put it, “Bill McCall screwed everybody in this town [Nashville] once, or tried to.”40

Young also commented on Slim’s plight. “Slim Willet…was owed over $100,000 in 1953 and received only $1,500. If you got in McCall’s office past his ten secretaries, he was such a smoothie he could talk you out of killing him. God knows, enough of us tried! But Slim just walked in there, reached over McCall’s desk, grabbed him by the neck, and like to beat the shit out of him. He left with a check for $60,000 in his pocket.”41

An exaggeration perhaps, but Bill Mack, the famed “Midnight Cowboy” and late night disc jockey, offers a similar account about Willet heading out to California to confront McCall over the royalties due him. “Really it was a scene similar to the one…in the film, The Godfather. Utilizing a weapon he had brought from Texas, Slim made McCall ‘an offer he couldn’t refuse.’”42

Even more apocryphal and perfectly scripted for a Max Sennett slapstick comedy is the tale of a passel of Willet’s “oil rigger buddies” dangling McCall out of a hotel window until he agreed to pay up.43

Within the Moore family, Slim’s older brother, Omar, told a slightly different story. “Winston arrived at Bill McCall’s office wearing cowboy boots. To make his point, he jumped up on McCall’s desk, and he stomped his feet so hard he shattered the glass on top of the desk.”44 Suffice it to say, Slim Willet’s visit left an indelible impression on Bill McCall – not to mention his desk – and the royalty checks commenced to flow without interruption. In 1958, Willet could boast that “Stars” had earned him “more than $230,000,” which, if accurate, is the equivalent of $1,600,000 in today’s currency.45

Somewhere along the way, a rumor began circulating that Slim was not the composer of “Stars.” According to the story, he supposedly bought it from “some guy from around Novice” in Coleman County, Texas.46 Dean Beard, a Willet session man...
and short-lived member of the Champs (of “Tequila” fame) who led his own band the Crew Cats, is a likely source of the rumor, which finally surfaced in print in 1993 in the *Coleman Chronicle* & *DV*. Here columnist Roxy Gordon matter-of-factly stated, “I’m told it’s common knowledge among the people of that era [1950s] that Slim Willett [sic] didn’t write the song at all.”

When Gordon repeated the allegation fifteen months later in another column in the Coleman newspaper, Bob Lapham, arts editor of the *Abilene Reporter-News*, attempted to confirm the veracity of the claim by contacting both Gordon and Rick Sikes, himself a musician and native of Coleman County who had passed along Beard’s story to Gordon. Neither Gordon nor Sikes could personally corroborate the rumor, and, with Dean Beard and the “guy from around Novice” both dead, Roxy Gordon ruefully suggested to Lapham, “Just leave things as they are.”

The charge was certainly news to Slim’s widow, Jimmie Moore, as well as to longtime Willet associates such as Vaughn O’Shields, who remarked that, “I was with [Slim] from the beginning until he died, and he got everything he deserved from that song.” James Wood, the steel guitarist on the “Stars” recording, is further convinced that his boss was the composer, “because I helped him change some of the words.” Bill Mack, like Willet a member of the Country Music Disc Jockey Hall of Fame, weighed in, too. “There’s no doubt in my mind,” Mack told Lapham, that Slim wrote the song.

The rumor of Willet’s misappropriation of “Stars” has even turned up on the Internet, albeit with no mention of the “guy from around Novice.” Before it was corrected, the undocumented entry for “Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes” in *Wikipedia*, “the free encyclopedia,” attributed the authorship of the song to Nashville Songwriter Hall of Fame member Rex Griffin. “It [‘Stars’] was written by Rex Griffin stolen by Slim Willet.” For Texas music historian Kevin Coffey, “this is a new one on me…I don’t believe it for a minute.” Coffey has researched and written extensively about Rex Griffin, who died in 1959, and Coffey had ample opportunity to spend time with Rex’s brother Buddy Griffin, who was more than familiar with his older brother’s career. In response to the charge in *Wikipedia*, Coffey observes, “I never heard the story of Rex writing ‘Stars.’ Buddy never made any sort of claim like that, nor did any other Dallas musician around at the time [early 1950s when Griffin was living there] who I spoke to.”

Bill Mack also commented on “the unusual meter” that gives “Stars” such a unique bounce. There is certainly no overlooking the frenetic rhythm – what Bill McCall labeled as “off beat, off meter, off everything.” *Time* magazine, in a vignette on Perry Como, was quick to point to the song’s “frantic Latin beat.” While an anonymous music critic of the day condescendingly opined, “[Willet] made his effect chiefly by ignoring any consistency of rhythmic pattern, as commonly practiced by the guitar-playing troubadours of the southern mountains.” As noted earlier, even Perry Como expressed doubt before recording the song. “I complained…I told them the meter’s wrong. I don’t understand it.”

However, the unusual “Latin” beat is undoubtedly one of the reasons for the song’s popularity. Perhaps as importantly, it offers additional proof of Willet’s authorship of “Stars.” He had already experimented with the slippery rhythmic pattern a year earlier on “Let Me Know,” and when “Stars” broke out on the country and pop charts, Slim explained how he latched on to the peculiar cadence. After moving to Clyde, Texas, in 1935 and attending Clyde High School, Willet worked at a variety of odd jobs, and even rode the rails. In 1937, he enrolled in the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) which assigned him to a camp in Arizona. There were several Mexican Americans also staying in the camp, and each evening the men got together to sing and play the guitar. The Latin rhythms Slim heard around the campfire made a lasting impression on the young Texan. As he told *Cowboy Songs* magazine years later, “They sang every night. I listened. Since then, I have never been able to get my music completely away from their tempo and style.”

In South Texas, Beto Villa, often called the “father” of Orquesta Tejana, quickly reciprocated by recording an instrumental dance version of “Stars” on Discos Ideal with the lyrical title “Que No Te Engañen Las Estrellas” (“So the Stars Don’t Fool You”). Hispanic performers on the other side of the Rio Grande also took a liking to the beat. Latin American superstars Pedro Vargas (Mexico), Bobby Capó (Puerto Rico), and Billo’s Caracas Boys (Venezuela) each recorded the Willet...
composition as “No Hay Que Dejarse Ilusionar,” which literally translates as “Don’t Let Yourself Be Fooled.”

With all the various versions of “Stars” in circulation, Billboard magazine ranked it as the nation’s “top tune” for three weeks running in January 1953. The song boasted further international appeal, too, with sheet music published in French, Spanish, and Japanese. The QRS Music Company even issued a piano roll as played by J. Lawrence “Piano Roll” Cook. Cast members of Your Hit Parade sang “Stars” on the ever popular radio-television show for nineteen straight weeks. Although neither recorded the song, both Bing Crosby and Dean Martin crooned the tune on their own network radio programs. In response to requests he received for “Stars” at his dances, Bob Wills served up a version, with Louise Rowe handling the vocal chores, on his afternoon radio broadcast on KXLA in Pasadena, California. Tennessee Ernie Ford also recorded “Stars” in 1953 for RadiOzark, a transcription service which supplied prerecorded shows to subscribing radio stations.

Not surprisingly, Perry Como showcased his Number 1 seller on The Perry Como Show, which aired thrice weekly on CBS Television. According to Moore family lore, Como’s producer planned to book Slim Willet for an appearance on the show. Slim’s older sister, Marie Moore Cass, remembers the contract called for her brother to receive $1,000. Before the deal could be finalized, however, Como nixed the idea because “he wanted everyone to think he wrote the song.” The show’s producer encouraged Slim to keep the $1,000, but Willet returned the check and contract along with a barbed personal note referring to Perry’s pedigree as a former coiffeur. “You tell the barber to keep his $1,000. He needs it worse than I do.”

Further indication of the widespread popularity of “Stars” is the number of answer songs and novelty tunes it inspired. After all, this was the heyday of the answer record. Webb Pierce, for example, scored a hit with “Back Street Affair,” and Kitty Wells answered with “Paying for That Back Street Affair.” The same thing happened with “Stars.” The Bailey Brothers & the Happy Valley Boys waxed the mournful mountain duet “I Told the Stars About You” on their own Wheeling, West Virginia, based Canary label. Goldie Hill did even better on Decca with her confessional “I Let the Stars Get in My Eyes,” which reached Billboard’s Country & Western Top-10 in January 1953.

On the whimsical side, 4 Star released “Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes #2,” a fast-talking nonsensical imitation co-written and recorded by Cactus Pryor, an Austin disc jockey, humorist, and newspaper columnist. Former Spike Jones sidekick Red Ingle, recording for Mercury, served up “Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes” with a moonshine liquor theme. Homer and Jethro, perennial parodists of musical hits, jumped on the bandwagon with “Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyeballs” for RCA Victor. Not to be outdone, “Borscht Belt” comedian and klezmer musician, Mickey Katz, offered a Yiddish twist to the tune with “Don’t Let the Schmaltz Get in Your Eyes,” on Capitol Records.

Just how far had the song infiltrated the American consciousness? In a bit of over-the-top black humor, a “Stars” related Christine Jorgensen question-and-answer joke soon began making the rounds. In 1953, Jorgensen created a media frenzy after being among the first to undergo sex reassignment surgery (male to female). The question posed in the joke was “What’s Christine Jorgensen’s theme song?” The answer, as one might guess, was “Don’t Let the Scars Get in Your Eyes.”

“Stars” earned a BMI (Broadcast Music Incorporated) award in 1953 as one of the most popular tunes of the year. RCA Victor also presented Perry Como with his sixth gold record, while Billboard noted that “Stars” has been the fastest of all Como gold platter disks to make the grade, hitting the 1,000,000 figure in less than 10 weeks after release. In 1955, 4 Star Sales Company, the song’s publisher, announced that the original manuscript had been donated to the permanent collection of the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.

Slim Willet basked in the limelight and rightly so. He made appearances on the Big D Jamboree (KRLD) and Saturday Night Shindig (WFAA) in Dallas, the Louisiana Hayride (KWKH) in Shreveport, the Town Hall Party (KFI) in Compton, California, even performing once on the Grand Ole Opry (WSM) in Nashville. He also completed a successful screen test for Paramount Pictures.

On the business side, Willet branched out into song publishing, and for a brief period, Slim Willet Songs supported a Sunset Boulevard address in Hollywood. He built a recording studio in his backyard and began releasing his own records, as well as...
those of other Abilene-area singers, first on Edmoral and then on the Winston label.\textsuperscript{87} The Slim Willet Advertising Agency handled local promotional activities and outside bookings for Slim Whitman, Carl Smith, Johnny Horton, and a young up-and-coming Elvis Presley, all who graced the stage at Fair Park Auditorium.\textsuperscript{88} Slim dabbled in several other enterprises, too, including Slim Willet Ice Cream and the Slim Willet Texaco Service, and he purchased a home in a newer, upscale neighborhood on Leggett Drive in Abilene.\textsuperscript{89}

In addition to hosting the \textit{Big State Jamboree} on Saturday night, Willet was a pioneer in live television with a Wednesday evening music variety show on KRBC-TV, which aired for three years.\textsuperscript{90} He also continued with his radio disc jockey duties on KRBC. In 1957, Willet joined the staff of newly licensed KNIT.\textsuperscript{91} Seven years later, he assumed the general manager duties at KCAD, one of the few all-country music radio stations in the state.\textsuperscript{92}

Slim Willet died on July 1, 1966, (at the age of 46) of an apparent heart attack, but the glow of “Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes” has never really dimmed.\textsuperscript{93} The assortment of renditions that have been recorded over the years is indeed a tribute to its idiosyncratic allure. In addition to numerous renderings by country music performers, “Stars” found a home in the repertoire of a polka band, classical orchestra, jazz combo, Dutch actor-singer, lesbian chanteuse, rockabilly revivalist, Tejano trailblazer, Irish show band, and two members of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, to mention only a few.\textsuperscript{94}

Among others who have recorded “Stars,” country guitar stylists have been particularly attracted to the melody with Josh Graves, Grady Martin, Arthur “Guitar Boogie” Smith, and Pete Wade each recording albums which include an instrumental version of the tune.\textsuperscript{95} Since Gracie Fields and Dennis Lotis issued their renditions in 1953, the United Kingdom has remained a hotbed of “Stars” activity, with recordings by Simprini (1960), the Fabulous Beats (1962), Jimmy Justice (1964), Brendon O’Brien & the Dixies (1967), Matchbox (1981), Foster & Allen (1994), Okeh Wranglers (1996), Los Pistoleros (2000), Paul Ansell’s Number Nine (2003), and Mason Grant & the Dynamos (2003).\textsuperscript{96}

What makes a song a hit? What makes it a classic? Perhaps it is the words or the melody, or, in the parlance of Dick Clark’s \textit{American Bandstand}, “It’s got a good beat and you can dance to it.” There is certainly no ready explanation for the continuing popularity of “Stars.” Yet, fifty-seven years after Willet gathered his musicians at Fair Park Auditorium to record, the song still retains an indescribable appeal. Jimmie Dale Gilmore, who released a version in 2005, concludes, “‘Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes,’ by Slim Willett [sic], has been recorded dozens, perhaps hundreds of times. It defies classification.”\textsuperscript{97}
Recorded Versions of “Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes”
(as of June 24, 2009)

1952 – Lola Amache – Mercury
1952 – Eileen Barton – Coral
1952 – Corky Carpenter – Tops
1952 – Perry Como – RCA Victor
1952 – Jimmy Fair – Queen City
1952 – Red Foley – Decca
1952 – Slim Willet – Capitol
1952 – Ray Price – Columbia
1952 – Sagebrush Willie – Recorded in Hollywood
1952 – Slim Willet – Slim Willet OP; 4 Star
1953 – Billo’s Caracas Boys (in Spanish) – Billos
1953 – Loren Becker – Prom
1953 – Bobby Capó (in Spanish) – Seeco
1953 – Gracie Fields – UK Decca
1953 – Peggy Hayama (in Japanese) – King [Japan]
1953 – Homer & Jethro (parody) – RCA Victor
1953 – Red Ingle (parody) – Mercury
1953 – Mickey Katz (parody) – Capitol
1953 – Dennis Lotis – UK Decca
1953 – Robert “Bobby” Maxwell – Mercury
1953 – Tony Phillips – Crest
1953 – Cactus Pryor (parody) – 4 Star
1953 – Pedro Vargas (in Spanish) – RCA Victor Mexicana
1953? – Beto Villa (instrumental) – Discos Ideal
1953? – Red Warrick – Black Mountain
1959 – Keely Smith – Dot
1959 – Faron Young – Capitol
1962 – Slim Whitman – United Artists
1962 – Werner Müller (instrumental) – London
1962 – Werner Müller (instrumental) – Challenge
1962 – Leroy Van Dyke – Mercury
1963 – Dean Beard (instrumental) – Winston
1963 – Jimmy Justice – Pye; Blue Cat
1963 – Jack White – Country & Western Hits
1964 – The Browns – RCA Victor
1964 – Canadian Sweethearts – Quality; A&M
1964 – Billy Hayden (instrumental) – Crown
1964 – Shady Oaks Boys (instrumental) – Cumberland
1965 – Pat Boone – Dot
1965 – The New Yorkers (instrumental) – Panorama
1965 – Jerry Sedlar (instrumental) – Kapp
1966 – Chucho Avellanet (in English and Spanish) – UA Latino
1966 – Frank Chacksfield – London
1966 – Mexicali Singers – Warner Brothers
1967 – Grady Martin (instrumental) – Decca
1967 – Brendan O’Brien & the Dixies – Pye
1968 – Little Joe and the Latinaires – Tear Drop
1969 – Al Dean – Stop
1969 – Dave Dudley – Mercury
1969 – Conway Twitty – MGM
1970 – Roy Acuff, Jr. & Sue Thompson – Hickory
1970 – The Music City Sounds featuring Lloyd Green & Pete Wade (instrumental) – MGM
1971 – Stompin’ Tom Connors – Dominion
1971 – Bobby Lee Trammell – Suncot
1972 – Sylvia Mobley – Villa
1973 – Slim Whitman – United Artists
1973 – Johnny Wright – Decca
1975 – Joe Douglas – Monument
1976 – Danny Davis and the Nashville Brass (instrumental) – RCA Victor
1977 – Bonded Stock featuring Dave Coggins - Solar
1977 – Jerry Lee Lewis – Mercury
1977 – James Pastell – Paula
1977 – Ray Price – ABC Dot
1980 – Boxcar Willie – Main Street
1981 – Matchbox – Magnet
1983 – Sonny James – Dimension
1987 – André van Duin (in Dutch) – CNR
1988 – Josh Graves (instrumental) – CMH
1988 – k. d. Lang – Sire
1989 – Doug Dillard Band – Flying Fish
1990 – Ray Campi – Real Music
1991 – Rocky Hernández – Sony Discos
1994 – Foster & Allen – Ronco
2000 – Okeh Wranglers – Fury
2000 – Los Pistoleros – Track
2003 – Paul Ansell’s Number Nine – Coolsville
2003 – Don Cherry – doncherrysinger.com
2003 – Mason Grant & the Dynamos – Pan
2004 – Laurie Lewis & Tom Rozum – Hightone
2006 – Reverse Cowgirl – Side Show
2006 – Studio Group (instrumental) – Crown MP3
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